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ABSTRACT
When we are dealing with a vast continent like South America which has a known post-Conquest
history and a much greater but unknown pre-Conquest history, further research continually throws up
new information supporting the hypothesis that this was indeed the landmass which Plato called
“Atlantis”.
In part III it would seem appropriate to supply some maps which were too large for the original
essay, and to comment on the latest discoveries and thoughts regarding this region.

1. EARLY MAPS
1. The Internet has proved a useful tool for the acquisition of new images and also access to ancient
historical texts, which, being no longer in copyright, are now being made freely available through the
Internet.
Some may be found at a site called Gutenberg, whilst Google has also made copyright free material
available online.
This has a great advantage for the reader or Atlantis researcher. Not only can they now find copies
of original 16th century maps and manuscripts, they can also in many cases find on the Internet
sufficient information to verify for themselves any claims and statements made about Atlantis.
To give an example. One site I recently saw by R. Cedric Leonard (2001) pointed out that Plato
was not the first to use the word “Atlantis”, this was said to have first appeared in Herodotus
Histories, Clio (History, Bk I, 202) and the example is given below.

Figure 1. Copy of the use of the word “Atlantis” by Herodotus.

This is how Leonard translates it. "But one of the mouths of the Araxes flows with clarity into the
Caspian Sea. Now the Caspian Sea is by itself, not connected to the other sea; but the sea navigated
by all the Greeks and the one outside the Pillars called the Atlantis Sea and Erythaean are truly
connected."
And this is what Leonard has to say about it, “but most importantly, Herodotus tells us that the very
same body of water was also called the Atlantis Sea. Some translators are guilty of "fudging" their
translations (cf. George Rawlinson's translation), and translate the name in this instance as
"Atlantic". But as is clearly demonstrated above, the word actually used is "Atlantis". The Greek text
portrayed above can be verified at any university dealing with classical Greek texts.”
So I thought, right, I’ll look that up myself and see if I can find any online translations of
Herodotus. I found two, the first by Rawlinson and the second, by Macauley.
Here is how Rawlinson rendered it. “The Caspian is a sea by itself, having no connection with any
other. The sea frequented by the Greeks, that beyond the Pillars of Hercules, which is called the
Atlantic, and also the Erythraean, are all one and the same sea.”
And the translation by Macauley. “Now the Caspian Sea is apart by itself, not having connection
with the other Sea: for all that Sea which the Hellenes navigate, and the Sea beyond the Pillars,
which is called Atlantis, and the Erythrian Sea are in fact all one …”
So it seems that Leonard is correct here, and that Herodotus used the word Atlantis before Plato, but
Leonard points out that the island of Atlantis may well have been mentioned in other ancient
histories, but given different names instead of Atlantis and seems to interpret the Erythrian Sea as
being another name for the Atlantic, yet anyone reading the translation by Macauley would probably
interpret it as meaning that the sea of the Hellenes (meaning the Mediterranean) is joined to the sea
of Atlantis (meaning the Atlantic) which is joined to the Erythrian Sea (meaning the Persian Gulf)
because elsewhere in the same text it mentions the river Euphrates discharges into the Erythrian Sea
which in this case can only mean the Persian Gulf and not the Atlantic.
Yet the article by Leonard contains the germ of an idea, that Atlantis was in fact written about, but
by other names, including perhaps the island of Ogygia mentioned in Homer’s Odyssey as the home
of the nymph Calypso, daughter of the titan Atlas, or in many other cases, the islands in the west …
Here is what Homer’s Odyssey has to say about it in the opening lines (Book I, 50, Murrey 1919)
“wise Odysseus, ill-fated man, who far from his friends has long been suffering woes in a sea-girt
isle, where is the navel of the sea. It is a wooded isle, and on it dwells a goddess, daughter of Atlas of
baneful mind, who knows the depths of every sea, and himself holds the tall pillars which keep
heaven and earth apart.”
“Father of us all, son of Cronus … that the wise Odysseus should return to his own home, let us
send forth Hermes … to the isle of Ogygia.” (Book I, 80).
Has no one considered that the tall pillars keeping heaven and earth apart could be the Andes
Mountains on the island of Poseidon, the island of Atlas, Atlantis, now South America.
2. I have been aware for some time of the seventeenth century maps called “Atlantis Insula”
published around 1661 by the French cartographers Sanson of Paris. Not only do they show the
Atlantic Island as South America, but both sides of the Atlantis Island have been shown as
ATLANTICUM PELAGUS with what we call the “Atlantic Ocean” as OCEANUS ATLANTICUS.
The American Continent is shown as Atlantis Insula meaning “Atlantis Island”.

Figure 2. Sanson’s 1661 map of Atlantis Insula, the Atlantis Island.

Figure 3. Muller’s 1540 map of Insula Atlantica, the island of Atlantis - “the New World”

Enter the Internet and a rare map by a German cartographer called Muller. It only came to my
attention fairly recently having seen it in a copy of Otto Muck’s Atlantis book (Muck 1979) bought
in the local second hand market and notable because it calls South America “Insula Atlantica”. A
quick check on the Internet showed it to have been published in 1540, to my surprise, 120 years
before the Sanson map.
Obviously in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries there was no difficulty in reconciling the
description of Atlantis with the then comparatively recently discovered “America”.
Another seventeenth century philosopher to mention South America as Atlantis was Sir Francis
Bacon in his book “The New Atlantis” published in 1627. (Bacon 1627). Not only does Bacon
identify South America as Atlantis, he also tells how Plato got it wrong, saying that Atlantis was not
destroyed by earthquakes but by a great inundation, whereby the waters rose not more than forty feet.
Bacon then tells us that the inundation lasted a very long time, so the people of the mountains had to
throw off their clothes and descend to the lower valleys where the heat was intolerable, also that they
took great delight in the feathers of birds.
If that is not remarkable enough, Bacon also tells us that these people of ancient America or
Atlantis launched two great expeditions to the Mediterranean, one leaving from Mexico and the other
from Peru, and separated by a space of 10 years and no one returned from either of these expeditions.
Now it is one thing for Bacon to have identified South America as Atlantis, but how could he
possibly know that they had launched two great expeditions against the Mediterranean from which
they never returned, especially when the expeditions of the Sea Peoples against the eastern
Mediterranean also took place in two great waves?
In fact, how could Sir Francis Bacon know so much about Atlantis in South America as to know it
was destroyed by flooding and that the people had to leave their mountain stronghold, particularly
when only today, can it be identified that the Plain of Atlantis is indeed located in a mountainous
area of the continent?
That is something that puzzled me for a long time until I came across a book on the life of Sir
Walter Raleigh by Stephen Coote, (1993) in which it mentions that the Spanish historian Sarmiento
de Gamboa was captured and taken prisoner onboard an English ship belonging to Sir Walter
Raleigh, then he was taken to London and presented at the English court. So it seems he would have
had an opportunity to meet Sir Francis Bacon and tell him about the history of the Incas. Sarmiento
de Gamboa was a sea captain, classical scholar and specially commissioned by the viceroy of Peru to
undertake a study and write down what became a book called “The History of the Incas”. (Gamboa
1572). All the Inca chiefs and historians in Peru were interviewed and their statements as to their
history witnessed and signed by Spanish notaries in this formal legal document which was then
forwarded to the king of Spain before disappearing into a library archive and not seen again for 300
years.
The object of this book was to justify the Spanish Conquest in Peru and to portray the Incas not as
natural rulers but as usurpers but by the time the document arrived in Spain, all the Inca nobility was
already dead so the document at that time considered no longer of importance. Yet Sarmiento de
Gamboa clearly states that South America is Atlantis. And, it would seem from him Sir Francis
Bacon got his information about the deluge, people fleeing the mountains, the two invasions of the
Mediterranean etc.
Here are a few lines of what Bacon said … “You shall understand that about three thousand years
ago, or somewhat more, the Navigation of the world (specially for remote voyages) was greater than
at this day…. the great Atlantis, (that you call America) which have now but junks, and canoes,
abounded then in tall ships.” Bacon (1627)

Editors like references. But references are not always easy to give, firstly because we do not always
write down a reference for everything every time we read a book, and in the case of ancient books, it
is sometimes difficult to get hold of the original. Sometimes the original also suffers from the hands
of a well intentioned editor and I always try to get hold of the original work if possible to see what
the original writer said, before it got into the hands of an editor who with the best of intentions, may
have given certain phrases or paragraphs the chop or even gone so far as to have re-written them.
Another seventeenth century commentator on the Inca way of life was Felipe Guaman Poma de
Ayala, known as Guaman de Poma. A descendant of one of the Incas, he wrote a letter to the king of
Spain protesting about the treatment of the native inhabitants at the hands of the conquerors.
The original 1200 page handwritten work now resides in a library in Denmark, Poma (1615) but I
first came across it in a modern book, “Letter to a King” by Christopher Dilke, where I took note that
Poma tells us the first inhabitants of Peru were “born in pairs”. (Just like in Plato’s Atlantis where the
first ruler, Poseidon, had five pairs of twin sons).
The Internet allowed me to check Poma’s original words regarding the first inhabitants … “dicen
que parian de dos en dos macho y hambra”. – it is said they were born in pairs, male and female.
In Plato’s Atlantis, the walls of the temple were plated in sheets of gold and silver. Poma also tells
us that in the Inca temple known as the Coricancha in Cusco, “sacrificaban en el templo de
Coricancha, que todas las paredes altas y bajas estaban guarnecidas de oro finisimo, y en lo alto del
techo estaba colgados muchos cristales”. – they sacrificed in the temple of Coricancha where all the
walls high and low were covered in fine gold, and in the high roof were hanging many gemstones.
Poma goes on to tell us that the conquistadors went on to steal all the riches of the Temple of the
Sun and of the Coricancha and Uanacauri, many millions of gold and silver which was impossible to
count because even the Coricancha alone had all the walls and roof and floor and windows set in
gold …
Atlantis wasn’t just any old island with a few deposits of gold and silver. Plato tells us “the wealth
they possessed was so great that the like will never easily be seen again” (Critias 114D). Just like the
wealth of Peru and the Andes which financed and motivated the Spanish empire.
But more than that, in addition to the huge quantities of gold and silver, with statues in gold of their
ancestors (just like in Peru), Atlantis also possessed natural deposits of Orichalcum – “the second
most valuable metal after gold” – just like the tumbaga (gold and copper alloy) which occurs in the
Andes and also one relatively rare and at that time valuable metal – TIN.
So all these metals came together in Atlantis and similarly all these metals are found together in the
region of the Bolivian Altiplano – not only that, but the whole area is stuffed full of mines for
minerals of all descriptions, with mines of gold, silver, copper, tin and orichalcum existing all around
the edge of Lake Poopo, the inland sea which eventually rose up and submerged the Atlantis site at
Pampa Aullagas.
It was only when tracing overland routes on satellite images from the high Altiplano to the lower
levels following the river valleys that I came across the mining complexes at Huanuni, Uncia and
Catavi. Then it struck me that all the metals that Plato mentioned were right there around the edge of
the lake, so the island at Pampa Aullagas was like a route centre, ideal for the collection of these
metals and other goods which could be brought by sea and river from other parts of the country, not
forgetting that lake Poopo itself is over 50 miles (80 km) long, with 150 miles (240 km) of river
connecting it to Lake Titicaca, another vast inland sea some 180 miles (290 km ) in length.

Figure 4. Map showing the level rectangular plain and location of the mining centres around the edge of Lake Poopo

2. ARTEFACTS
It may also be helpful to review collections of ceramics and artefacts held in various museums in
the Americas and the “Old World”. In the museum in Oruro on the edge of lake Poopo and the
Atlantis site in Bolivia, there exists an amphora said to have been made in Bolivia about 1200BC.

Figure 5. From left, amphora from Yangshao in China, 4500BC, pre-Columbian amphora found in museum in Oruro,
Bolivia, (both made by hand without the potter's wheel); amphora "roman period", Mediterranean, amphora from Peru
1,000 to 1300AD, amphora from Canaan.

It is very similar to many amphorae from the “Old World” including China, Canaan/Egypt and
Roman era, in fact, if you look at the above photos without reading the text, it would be hard to say
which pieces had been made in which part of the world. But artefacts which do not fit and are out of
place are usually discarded and ignored in the history books.

Figure 6. The jug above left is from the museum in Oruro, Bolivia whilst the other two are typical eastern Mediterranean.
The Bolivian one has the same recess across the lip of the jug as the other two.

Figure 7. above from left, duck figures, Peru, Etruscan, Lambayeque (Peru), right, Etruscan.

The most typical types of ancient Andean pottery take the form of animal figures or human figures,
jugs with “stirrup” handles and many examples of “double pots” with twin spouts.

Figure 8. above left, Lambayeque, Peru, centre, Cyprus 2500 to 2100BC, right, Peru, Lima.

Figure 9. above left, double bottle, pre-Columbian Peru 4th to 8th century, centre, Naqada, Egypt, right, Yangshao,
China, 4500 to 3,000BC.

A search of imagery on Google shows a fairly similar “double pot” from Algeria, said to be typical
“ancient Algerian with Phoenician influences”, also another from an area in Egypt called Naqada I,
an area of pre-dynastic Egypt near the eastern Egyptian Desert where there are rock carvings of
people arriving by reed ships and wearing tall feathered headdresses.

Figure 10. above left, Kabyle, Algeria, 19th century copy of traditional double vessel said to have Phoenician influence.
Centre and right, typical pre-Columbian "whistling" double bottles, Peru.

Figure 11. above left, pre-Columbian Peru, right Holy Land 1500 to1000BC

Figure 12. Four distinctive pots, from the left, from Longshan in China, pre-Columbian Narino culture Peru, preColumban Tiwanaku, Ubaid Iraq.

Figure 13. above left, pre-Columbian earthenware vessel. Right, vessel from Majiay, China.

Hiram Bingham, the American explorer who found the last Inca stronghold of Machu Picchu in
1911, writing in “Lost City of the Incas” (Bingham 1970) comments “In many museums little
attention is paid to Inca pottery partly because it is rare and partly because its graceful, symmetrical
shape is not unique but is even reminiscent of the classical forms found in the Mediterranean. Some
of the two-handled jars are almost identical with one found in ancient Troy. Others resemble Greek
forms.”
Are we really expected to believe that in ancient times there was never any contact between the
“Old World” and the “New”?

Figure 14. above left, cross found on fragment of Philistine pottery, right, pre-Columbian cross symbol at Tiwanaku,
Bolivia.

Figure 15. above left, axe in museum in Cochabamba, Bolivia, right, axe from Cyprus 1100BC.

Also in Bolivia, by the shores of lake Titicaca was found a large stone dish baptised the “Fuente
Magna” and with an inscription in what has been called “proto-Sumerian” cuneiform. A further
investigation of the area by a team from the archaeology institute found a statue covered in a similar
style of writing. For additional images see http://www.atlantisbolivia.org/fuentemagna.htm

Figure 16 The Fuente Magna and Fig 13 Detail showing proto-cuneiform writing on the Fuente Magna bowl

In a museum in Ecuador there exists bronze statuettes similar to those of Assyria and it was claimed
by investigators Verrill (1953) that king Sargon of Assyria had travelled to the Andes in search of
tin. So it could be after all, that Atlantis/SouthAmerica was the source of his tin, not Cornwall as has
been previously thought, usually on the assumption that before Columbus no one could navigate the
Atlantic Ocean. Maybe it is time to discard that notion and review again ancient writings and
histories with fresh eyes.

Figure 17. Map showing the level rectangular plain in the centre of the island, next to the sea and the location of the
circular ringed island at Pampa Aullagas in the centre of the plain, 50 stades from the sea.
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